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Microsoft to Deliver Neoxen Products Worldwide

Neoxen Systems, a record-breaking Microsoft Gold Certified Partner,
creates history in Scandinavian software industry. Microsoft chose the
officially certified Neoxen products for global distribution.

“Neoxen broke again all the barriers by jumping from Microsoft
Registered Member level to their highest Gold Certified Partner level in
record time. Now as Microsoft Gold Certified Partner in ISV/Software
Solutions competency, Neoxen was chosen by Microsoft to participate in
their Visual Studio Industry Partner DVD.”said Esa Tervo, CEO at Neoxen
Systems. “Quality of our product is verified by an independent third party
certification lab in US. As a result, Visual Modus is one of the very rare
Scandinavian products authorized to use the acknowledged Designed for
Microsoft® Windows® XP logo.”

The Visual Studio Industry Partner Resource DVD contains over 75
components, controls, utilities and other products for Visual Studio users.
It offers a remarkable marketing channel for the chosen partners as the
possible customers can take a peek on these evaluation copies and full
release products to help them choose the right solution for their
development needs. These best-of-breed partner products are available
from Microsoft Visual Studio Developer Center and the DVD is also
delivered in the Microsoft developer events.

“We are very proud to be among the first software manufacturers in
Scandinavia being invited to this Partner DVD.” Tervo continues. “It is 
distributed in all major Microsoft events, industry events, user groups…-
around the globe.”

http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/extend/partnerdvd/
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Neoxen Visual Modus 2005 is a documentation organizer and
management application. It allows users to create role-based
views on information regardless of the origin and location of
the data. Visual Modus provides a single point of access to
manage, restructure and share this vital information. It also
allows users to reformat and mass-modify Microsoft Office
documents of any type for consistent archiving or for reuse in
new projects. Visual Modus is available in 32- and 64-bit editions. It
holds the acknowledged Designed for Microsoft® Windows® XP logo.

Neoxen Systems is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Microsoft
Visual Studio Industry Partner specialized in Document Management and
collaborative Process Management solutions for global markets. With our
Neoxen technology and product family we help our customers to succeed
by reducing their time-to-market efforts, increasing their customer
satisfaction, improving quality and increasing their organizational
performance.
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